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Through our commitment to reconciliation, 
Manna Gum Community House acknowledges 
the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples as the first inhabitants of 
the nation and the traditional custodians of 
the lands where we live, learn and work.
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Manna Gum Community House is a 
registered charity with the Australian 
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission
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FUNDERS, SUPPORTERS & PARTNERS

ABC Heywire
Alfred Felton Bequest
Adult, Community and Further Education 
Adult Learning Australia
Aherns Fruit Market
Andos Bakery
Anglicare Victoria
Bass Coast Adult Learning
Be Connected
Buckley Park Community Farm
Colin and Sally’s Organic Lamb and Beef
Connecting Up
Connect the Plots
Deep Creek Nursery
FareShare
Fish Creek Community Garden
Fish Creek R.S.L.
Foster Golf Club
Foster IGA
Food and Fibre Gippsland
Foodbank Victoria
Foster Chamber of Commerce
Foster Foodworks
Foster Medical Centre
Foster Primary School
Foster R.S.L.
Foster Secondary College
Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal
Foundation for Young Australians
Foster Youth Assist Clinic
Fynbos Farm, Foster
Gardiner Dairy Foundation
GippsDairy 
Gurney’s Cidery
Justice Connect
Leongatha Community House
Manna Community Garden

Milpara Community House
Max Employment
Natural Living, Foster
Neighbourhood Houses Gippsland
Neighbourhood Houses Victoria
Neil Barrett of Namoorook, Leongatha
Prom Coast Centres for Children
Prom Community Op Shop
Prom Country Osteo
Prom Country Lodge
Prom Meats
Ruby Hills Organics
Services Australia
Skills and Jobs Centres
South Coast Primary & Community Partnership 
South Gippsland Bass Coast LLEN
South Gippsland Hospital 
South Gippsland Shire Council
StreetSmart Australia
St Vincent de Paul
Sustainability Victoria
TAFE Gippsland
The Kitchen Table
The Mirror Newspaper
The Salvation Army
Toora and Foster Community Bank
Toora Foodworks
Toora Lions Club
Toora Primary School
Venus Bay Community Centre
Volunteering Victoria
Yooralla, Leongatha
Youth Affairs Council Victoria
Welshpool Primary School 
West Gippsland Regional Libraries Corporation
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PURPOSE
The purpose of Manna Gum Community 
House is to strengthen the Foster and 
Corner Inlet community by providing a 
welcoming place to find information and 
support. Our primary drivers are:

Education
We provide local and relevant community 
education to support lifelong learning.

Social inclusion 
We are committed to encouraging 
community participation in all our 
activities and reducing social isolation.

Sustainability 
We are committed to sustainable 
practice in all our activity .

VALUES
All activity at Manna Gum Community 
House is based in the core values of:

• Respect 
• Accountability 
• Transparency 
• Community-focus

These values inform and direct our 
work and our relationships.

EDUCATION  
GOALS

1.    Develop more partnerships with 
local employers and schools to tailor 
programs to improve employment 
prospects in areas of local demand.

2.     Consolidate our delivery of pre-
accredited programs in digital literacy.

3.    Grow the off-site delivery of selected 
pre-accredited programs.

4.    Include space for a dedicated Education 
Hub as part of an overall building 
extension of the Community House.

 

Strategic Plan 2021-22
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SOCIAL INCLUSION 
GOALS

1.    Identify transport options in the community 
that can be used to improve access to 
Manna Gum Community House.

2.    Maintain our relationship with Government 
agencies and other charities to meet 
the needs of our local community.

3.    Increase the numbers of young 
people using the Manna Gum 
Community Lounge and Shop.

4.    Promote the use of Manna Gum Community 
Lounge to other community groups to reach 
more community members experiencing 
social isolation and disadvantage.

5.    Maintain regular and effective 
communication with our community 
to promote our services and 
determine community needs.

6.    Partner with other community 
agencies to deliver a sustainable 
model of Emergency Relief.

SUSTAINABILITY  
GOALS

1.    Promote environmental sustainability 
initiatives in the community and in Manna 
Gum Community House operations.

2.    Embed sound and sustainable financial, 
administrative and risk management 
practices into all decision making processes.

3.    Establish an expert group to advise 
on effective ways to raise funds to 
increase financial sustainability 
and reduce financial risk.

4.    Promote job satisfaction amongst paid 
and unpaid staff through sustainable work 
practices and effective management.

5.    Maintain a high level awareness 
of opportunities for continuous 
improvement in environmental, financial 
and organisational sustainability.

6.    Develop plans to fund and build an 
extension to the Community House space.
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COMMITTEE  
REPORT
Usually, the President of the Committee of 
Management outlines in the Annual Report the 
highlights for the year. We have been without a 
President since Jeanette Pierce resigned during 
the year, so this year the Committee presents its 
collective highlights …

In dealing with the unpredictable challenges of 
Covid, extreme weather and community-level 
social change, Manna Gum has shown itself to 
be agile and responsive to community needs. For 
example, when the area was hit with a mid-year 
storm and blackouts, the organisation swung into 
action, working with volunteers to cook food, 
coordinating emergency relief and lending an ear 
for people in crisis.

The local playgroup moved to Manna Gum this 
year introducing a bit of youthful joy and energy 
to the house. As well as providing a more suitable 
venue for the kids and parents, it builds the 
foundations for the generational change necessary 
for the community house’s future sustainability.

2020/21 saw Manna Gum become more engaged 
with community and sustainability projects, 
including the highly successful Project Green 
Plot and food swap trolley. We have also been 
able to move forward with our program of 
gradual upgrading of our facilities. Notably this 
year included the installation of storage sheds 
to free up space inside the main building and 
landscaping in the backyard, moving us closer to 
our vision for a Gathering Place.

Elizabeth Collins, summed up all the Committee 
members views, as follows: [my highlights 
for Manna Gum this year were] watching an 
organisation stay across the challenges and 
ever-shifting scene that is COVID, while taking 
care of those who rely on Manna Gum, one can 
be reassured that the community is in good 
hands. I’ve really enjoyed seeing new people 
join the committee and the volunteer ranks - 
each brings something new, a slightly different 
angle, a skill or wisdom. It’s this ‘melting pot’ 
element that makes Manna Gum a dynamic, 
caring place to get involved.

Jeanette Pierce resigned as President of the 
Committee during the year, having served 
five years in the role. The period of Jeanette’s 
presidency was transformational for Manna 
Gum. She stepped up when Manna Gum was 
at a challenging time in its history and led the 
organisation through considerable change. There 
is no doubt Manna Gum is in a stronger position 
at the end of Jeanette’s Presidency than it was at 
the beginning.

Achievements during Jeanette’s leadership 
include the development of a Strategic Plan. 
Flowing from that, amongst other things, Manna 
Gum saw the development of a digital learning 
hub, the reconfiguration of space (inside and out) 
to meet the needs of Manna Gum’s users better, 
sustainability initiatives and broader engagement 
with the Corner Inlet community.

Throughout her time as President, Jeanette 
was a strong advocate for Manna Gum and its 
community and a passionate leader. As President, 
Jeanette oversaw improvements in governance 
and broadening of the Committee’s focus which 
set it up well for the challenges of the pandemic 
and the future.

The Committee thanks Jeanette for her service 
and looks forward to her continued involvement 
as a member and project leader.

Other departures

•    In October 2020, Garry Eastman passed away. 
Garry took his role as a Committee Member 
seriously, assiduously preparing himself for 
meetings, reading and analysing the papers, 
questioning assumptions and bringing a well-
developed business acumen to the team. He is 
sadly missed.

•    Lesley Elliott left the Committee when she 
moved to Queensland to be closer to family. 
Lesley was a tireless contributor who could 
always be counted on when help was needed. 
We thank her for her contributions to Manna 
Gum and wish her well for the future.
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TREASURER’S 
REPORT
Overall, Manna Gum recorded a net surplus for 
2020/21 of $19,574. This is down from $73,578 in 
2019/20 but better than the deficits we recorded in 
the two years before that! Our total equity remains 
solid at $180,054 (up from $160,480 last year).

As for everyone, everywhere, the fallout from 
COVID-19 has been the main feature of Manna 
Gum’s financial performance for 2020/21. Like last 
year, there have been swings and roundabouts 
but this year has had the added uncertainty of 
multiple, unpredictable lockdowns which have 
made budgeting particularly challenging. 

Income from the lounge and community shop 
fell by about $10,000, compared with last year 
but there is reason for optimism. Every time 
we have been able to trade, the accounts have 
shown steady growth in revenue, only to be 
flattened by lockdown.

Course income took a hit this year as well, down 
about $13,000 from last year. This was offset 
by a reduction in costs of about $5,500 but the 
net reduction of about $7,500 is significant, not 
only for Manna Gum’s financial situation but for 
the lost opportunities for the tutors and course 
participants.

In contrast, Manna Gum benefited from 
pandemic-related funding from the 
Commonwealth and State Governments, 
most notably Jobkeeper, and from several 
philanthropic grants.

Key aspects of Manna Gum’s revenue have not 
been affected by the pandemic, including our 
ongoing funding from the Victorian Government 
under the Neighbourhood Houses Coordination 
Program and (at least for the time-being) the 

Adult Community and Further Education (ACFE), 
including Learn Local. ACFE funding is dependent 
on delivering a contracted number of hours and 
during 2020/21 the ACFE Board took a lenient 
approach to organisations (including Manna 
Gum) which could not deliver the hours it had 
contracted because of lockdowns. It remains to 
be seen how this will unfold for 2021/22.

The other main source of contracted revenue is 
from Services Australia (SA) to host the Centrelink 
and Medicare Agency. In last year’s Annual 
Report, I noted that we were in consultation with 
SA about the shortfall between their funding of 
the Agency and the expense to run it. 

Following a review of the importance of the 
Agency to Manna Gum’s customers and a small 
increase in SA’s funding we signed another 
12-month contract but addressing the funding 
gap remains an issue and will continue to be a 
focus for the Committee. 

Emergency relief income and expenditure 
remained high in response to the pandemic 
with demand comparable with last year’s but 
considerably higher than previous years’.

Despite the challenges of the last two years, I am 
proud of Manna Gum’s performance and look 
forward to building on that as we (hopefully) 
emerge from the worst of the pandemic and 
resume regular activities.

Linley Granger
TREASURER
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MANAGER’S 
REPORT

July was a positive start to the year with the 
completion of the Deloitte evaluation of the 
social return on investment for Neighbourhood 
Houses in Gippsland. It found that they had 
provided more than $8 million in value between 
April 2019 to March 2020, to their local 
communities. The social return on investment 
for Houses was calculated at an impressive $2.78 
for every dollar invested in activities. The report 
also found that the Neighbourhood Houses in 
Gippsland provided significant community benefit 
by building individual and community resilience, 
improved social participation, emergency 
relief and improved health and well being.

COVID-19 has increased awareness 
in communities of the importance of 
Neighbourhood Houses and Manna Gum is no 
exception. Despite several lockdowns we’ve 
consistently provided our essential services 
without interruption - helping people to access 
Government services online and providing 
material aid to those in need. We’ve attracted 
an increasing amount of community support, 
with a significant increase in financial and 
non-financial donations, new partnerships 
and a steady stream of new volunteers.

It is the resilience and dedication of our staff 
and volunteers whose work I want to highlight. 
Our volunteers rallied together at short notice 
during the power outage in June and cooked 
over eighty meals for people who had no 
electricity at home. They staffed the building 
all weekend so that people could drop by, have 
a cup of tea, recharge their devices and most 
importantly to be able to connect and have 
a chat. Our volunteers also created fifty two 
personlised Christmas gift and food hampers 
in December 2020 for families and individuals 
doing it tough, with the help of our partners 
and generous donations from the community. 

Our staff and volunteers cultivate a wonderful 
and welcoming food culture at Manna Gum 
with a monthly Community Lunch that hosts up 
to forty people for a hot two-course meal. We 
also have the home cooked food prepared by 
the Lounge volunteers and the delicious meals 
that Tracey cooks for our Monday youth group.

Our Learn Local program delivery has been the 
most challenged by the COVID era of change 
and disruption. Without being able to sustain 
consistent course delivery our enrolments have 
reduced over the last year. However we have 
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provided more individualised education and 
pathways support throughout lockdowns to some 
of our most vulnerable community members. 
We delivered our English class via Zoom and 
supported our learners remotely where possible.

We are also getting more creative with our 
fundraising by improving our lounge and shop 
social enterprise and hosting events such as our 

fun Pesto Festo stall in January, making fresh 
pesto on-the-spot in the Main Street of Foster. 
We will continue to look for ways to diversify our 
income and make our organisation more resilient. 

Rebecca Matthews
MANAGER

“COVID-19 has increased awareness in 
communities of the importance of Neighbourhood 

Houses and Manna Gum is no exception.”

1© 2020 Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

IN 2019-20, 
$1 INVESTED INTO 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

HOUSES OF 
GIPPSLAND 

RESULTED IN $2.78 
IN ECONOMIC & 

SOCIAL BENEFITS

© 2020 Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

SAFE, CONNECTED & THRIVING 
COMMUNITIES WITH A  COLLECTIVE VOICE
Based on the available evidence, Deloitte Access Economics estimate that between April 2019 and March 

2020 the social return on investment for NHG was $2.78 for every dollar invested in NHG’s 
activities. This benefit comprised:
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EDUCATION 
REPORT

LEARN LOCAL COURSES 

The end of 2020 saw us ‘squeak in’ a wonderful 
digital literacy course with a wide range 
of participants - our oldest was 84!

It was great to see older people embracing 
communication after the isolation of 
lockdown: joining Facebook, learning about 
email and working out phone problems.

The start of this year meant the delivery of 
our wonderful Skilled Aware Resourceful 
Active (SARA) Financial Wellbeing for Women 
course, developed by WIRE (Women’s 
Information Referral Exchange). Eight 
women participated, the majority of whom 
confirmed that financial abuse or family 
violence had relevance to them personally.

Over ten weeks, the SARA course covered an 
enormous range of topics and hosted guest 
speakers from a range of local professions. 
It also focused on future planning and self-
confidence building. It was a great success, 
and I hope that the course can run again in 
2022 with possible alternative funding.

Outcomes for the women were as wide 
ranging as making up wills, organising 
superannuation and planning for future crises. 

In terms of overcoming barriers to employment, 
this course was hugely influential. 

Our other outstanding program for this year 
was the New Horizons course in partnership 
with Food and Fibre Gippsland. New Horizons 
is an eight week course with two sessions a 
week. It examines employability skills, ‘digital 
passports’ and workplace communication. It 
always has an industry focus - this year our 
industry was the dairy sector - and the range 
of employment opportunities in that sector. 
Again, as with all pre-accredited learning, we 
place an emphasis on building self-confidence 
and communication skills. With guest speakers 
and mini-field trips as well as a job placement, 
we try to help people be job ready. 

One of our participants was so successful 
in his day of work experience that he is 
still working for the same employer!

We hope to run another New Horizons before 
the end of the year, this time with an emphasis 
on Commercial Cleaning and Maintenance.

Louisa Vale
TEACHER
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LEARNING PROGRAM ‘THE ‘HUB’
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Our Corner Inlet Family Learning Program 
delivers adult education to parents onsite at 
local primary schools, while providing an onsite 
supervised playgroup for preschoolers. It is a 
two year project funded by ACFE and the Alfred 
Felton Bequest. 

The second half of 2020 allowed some limited 
delivery at Toora Primary School during easing 
of lockdowns. Our time was well spent as we 
had two pre-schoolers entering prep in 2021 
and we were able to spend several sessions 
preparing for transition.

We also enjoyed preparing Christmas gifts and 
hampers for our families as well as a breakup 
party in December.

2021 was the start of our long awaited second 
program in Welshpool, hosted by the Primary 
School. Our staff visited the school in the first 
week of Term 1 to attend the school leadership 
assembly, and used the morning tea to chat to 
parents and students.

We began the program in the second week of 
term one, and had a consistent attendance of 
four families ever since. Significantly, we have 
had two very new families from the Philippines 
join our group, and have been able to provide 
additional support for people who speak English 
as a second language.

COVID has meant that we have had periods of 
time where we have not been able to meet, and 
periods where we have met off campus, but the 
group in Welshpool has had a fantastic start.

Our group in Toora has fluctuated in the first half 
of 2021. The housing crisis as a result of COVID, 
an increase in family violence and increasing 
poverty have impacted some family’s capacity to 
stay in the area. 

After losing several participants earlier 
in the year due to the above reasons, our 
group  stabilised in June/July with around five 
participant families, all of whom have students 
enrolled at Toora Primary. As with the end 
of 2020, we are now celebrating one of our 
preschoolers getting ready to start Prep in 2022.

Given the fluidity of this year, both groups have 
relied on Facebook for ongoing communication 
and contact. The groups have met on one 
occasion in between lockdowns, and enjoyed 
time spent together very much! I look forward to 
celebrating the end of the year with both groups.

Louisa Vale
TEACHER
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OUR PLACE 
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Our Place is a youth group running at Manna 
Gum on a Monday after school for local youth. 
It is a relaxed group where I encourage the kids 
to support each other and embrace each other’s 
differences. We provide a meal each week and  
an activity.

I facilitate the group and I have a volunteer 
helping each week. I also recruit local people 
with various talents to come and share their 
special talent with us. This year we had some 
pottery classes with a local talented lady. We 
celebrated NAIDOC Week with a movie and a 
look at some indigenous art, clapsticks, pictures 
of symbols and their meanings and a map of 
indigenous Australia.

We also had a local ping-pong champion come 
and show us some moves. Other activities include 
bonfires, treasure hunts, gaming, art, charades, 
hangman and lots of Uno!

I cook beautiful hearty and healthy meals and 
often feed another group of young people that 
attend the community house for art therapy. 
The kids take home any leftovers and take food 
where needed from our foodbank .

We have developed strong bonds with the children 
and they often confide with us about their issues. 
Support and mutual respect is very important. 
There is a core group of eight to ten kids that 
come each week, plus some more occasional 
participants and the kids we support from the art 
therapy group.

COVID has created a few challenges for us 
including cancellation of the program and of 
special events, but hopefully we are onward and 
upward from here.

Tracey James
YOUTH WORKER
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CONNECT THE PLOTS

The intention of Project GreenPlot (PGP) is to 
encourage members of the community to grow 
their own and/or to access free locally grown 
fresh produce. 

A $1000 South Gippsland Shire grant allowed the 
project to promote the concept from July 2020 
with the assistance of a partnership with Manna 
Gum Community House.

I was able to connect with three low income 
households with varying success. Due to the more 
transient nature of these supported gardeners’ 
lives, not all projects have flourished. However, 
with continued promotion and guidance through 
Manna Gum Community House it is hoped that 
PGP can continue to engage with those wanting 
to grow their own on a very limited budget. 

What proved to be a much more successful arm 
of the project was the development of what has 
now become a fortnightly fresh food box program 
via Manna Gum’s Food Relief Program. 

The first five boxes were distributed in Sept 2020. 
PGP now does fortnightly Distribution Days, filling 
8-12 boxes ready for collection or delivery. A 
MCGH volunteer phones recipients two days prior 
to confirm orders and three volunteers handle 
the packing and some deliveries.

PGP has connected with newly established 
organic market gardener Neil Barrett from 
Leongatha and free range chicken from  
Fynbos Farms 

(www.fynbosfarmfoster.com) to ensure a great 
base for the offering each fortnight. 

STATS 2020-21 

Value of distributed produce: $3910.00 
Produce donated: 760kg 
Types of produce distributed: 91 
Recipient households: 15 
Plotters registered: 84 
Volunteer hours: 120+ 

OTHER PROJECTS 

In partnership with Manna Gum Community 
House a Produce Swap Trolley has been built 
with a grant from South Coast Primary & 
Community Partnership. This is now installed 
on the grounds of MGCH for people to access 
donated fresh food at any time. 

www.projectgreenplot.org 

Elizabeth Collins
FOUNDER - PROJECT GREENPLOT
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COMMUNITY LOUNGE

Well it has indeed been a very interesting year 
for all the wrong reasons. After reopening the 
Lounge with elation and anticipation after the 
summer break, starting to rebuild a regular 
follow-up of twice weekly visitors, COVID 
threw its unavoidable spanner once more in 
the good work performed by the volunteers. 

A few uninterrupted months in late autumn and 
beginning of the winter months saw the takings 
slowly going up with an increase in patronage, 
and the regular attendance of the Yooralla 
“youngsters” brought a few smiles all around. 

Unfortunately it was not to last and now that 
this winter of discontent is well behind us, 
volunteers such as Carmen, Emily or myself 
are really looking to resume our weekly stint 
behind the coffee machine or at the helm of 
the sandwich press to reconquer the loyal 
followers that will march once again into our 
COVIDSafe lounge and tempt them with our 
unorthodox sandwiches and tasty treats.

The lounge has become a safe, reassuring 
meeting place for quite a few locals and we want 
to continue bringing people together looking 
for a cheaper and I dare say nicer way to do it.

Noelle Bonnin 
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CENTRELINK & MEDICARE  
AGENCY REPORT

Assisting our customers to connect with 
Government services online and use a MyGov 
account continues to be the focus of our work at 
the Foster Centrelink and Medicare Agency. We 
are also able to assist with complex enquiries 
with the use of the agency Silver Service line, 
saving customers a longer trip to a service centre.

The first 5 months of this year saw a reduction in 
the number of Centrelink customers. Customers 
who did attend were happy to adhere to 
COVIDSafe requirements which sometimes 
means a bit of a longer wait as we regularly clean 
the office.

All of the Services Australia equipment worked 
well and efficiently for most of the year.

The Australian Government Mobile Service 
Centre arrived on Tuesday 25 May and 
Wednesday 26 May situated opposite the visitor 
information centre in Main Street Foster, enabling 
our local community to connect to more services.

In May we saw a slow increase in Centrelink 
Customers attending. In June we began 
processing the State Government PowerSaving 
Bonus applications in addition to the usual 
agency services which enabled more local 
people to claim the $250 one-off payment. 

Customers continue to comment on how much  
they value the service. 

Sandra Liversidge 
Centrelink Agent
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FISH CREEK COMPOSTER

Pick my Project (PMP) was an initiative of the 
Victorian Labour State government to give 
communities the opportunity to put forward 
projects. For the grants to become successful 
the groups had to encourage people to vote for 
individual projects. Each  person was able to vote 
for three projects only.

Fish Creek Community Garden and Buckley Park 
Community Farm had been talking about the 
need to be able to create more compost, initially 
working only with soft environmental weeds but 
now also to be able to provide a service to local 
food businesses and to be able to dispose of food 
waste in an ethical way. So the team went to 
work, budgets for the whole project, getting the 
formal letter of support from the council.  Seeing 
a vision and working towards making it happen.

The team had flyers around the local shops in 
Fishy, Foster and Meeniyan. Flyers went out in 
the mail, texts sent with links, Facebook, visits to 
the football passing out how to vote. Mornings at 
the Farmers markets promoting and educating 
people with all the different projects in our 
community. Weeks of work and so many hours of 
promotion. We made it fun and we laughed a lot.  
Fingers crossed that our work would not be for 
nothing.  But for me, never really  thinking that it 
would become reality.

When the announcement came that we were 
successful we had to all pinch ourselves.  My 
goodness we now have to pull this off! We 
soon realised that we needed help on the 
administration side so we approached Manna 
Gum Community House to see if they would 
partner with us. As a committee that was the 
best decision that we made, the Community 
House staff with their cool, calm and professional 
manner guided us through the rough waters to 
achieve the project. We had to steer ourselves 
around planning and building permits, change of 
site and then getting a licence for the  new site on 
the rail trail and re-design for the shed so that it 
fitted into the new surroundings of the rail trail.

We only managed to make one deadline on time 
and that was applying for the grant on time.  All 
the other timelines we missed, not just once but 
on numerous occasions through circumstances 
beyond our control despite community members 
and local trades people making themselves 
highly available to us when needed.  Rebecca 
liaised with the PMP team and managed to 
negotiate with them at every turn. We then had 
the pandemic join in with the delays. Rebecca 
continued to work with PMP and get us extension 
after extension.
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With a starting date for the shed, we went 
to order the composter and found that the 
technology had been sold to a company in New 
Zealand. We rejigged budgets to include  import 
duties, went to order and  found out that they 
were not making that model.  We certainly didn’t 
see that coming!

So we searched for a similar machine.  We found 
the ‘Rocket’ made in the UK. The Australian 
supplier for this was  Eco Guardians in Melbourne 
and we managed to order before yet another 
looming deadline.

The Fish Creek Composter has been running 
for 8 months. The first 6 months everything ran 
smoothly with a great supply of food coming 
in and with some weed blitz there was always 
a constant supply.  The Agapanthus drive was 
the most successful with around 4000 lt of 
Agapanthus  heads delivered to the composter.

The last two months we have had mechanical 
problems with the gearbox and we are waiting on 
a replacement under warranty.

If we did not have the help and support of 
the Community House this project would not 
have  got off the ground.  We are so lucky as a 
community that there exists a body, like Manna 
Gum, with such high levels of competency 
and community engagement  supporting our 
community.

We make things grow.

Margaret Watson 
VICE PRESIDENT 
BUCKLEY PARK COMMUNITY FARM

“Weeks of work and so many hours of promotion. 
We made it fun and we laughed a lot.”



COMMITTEE & STAFF

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

Secretary
Lisa Poynton 

Treasurer
Linley Granger

Members
Elizabeth Collins
Ann-Maree Gentile
Luke Haustorfer
Rhonda Mallows
Jen Young

 

STAFF

Manager
Rebecca Matthews

Learn Local Teachers 
Louisa Vale
Melissa Webster
David Pollard

Centrelink & Medicare Agents
Sandra Liversidge
Barbara Stevens
Rhonda Mallows

Bookkeeper
Simone Goeckes

Office Administration
Sheryl Lorenz

‘Our Place’ Youth Worker
Tracey James

Technology Club Tutor
Tim Beacham

Community Lunch Facilitator
Juneen Schulz
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SPECIAL PURPOSE 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
A0007556K
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33 STATION ROAD FOSTER VIC 3960
PO BOX 176 FOSTER VIC 3960
(03) 5682 1101
OFFICE@MGCH.ORG.AU
MANNAGUMCOMMUNITYHOUSE.ORG.AU


